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**From the Reference Desk from page 49**

Scholars and serious students will welcome ABC-CLIO's *A History of the U.S. Political System: Ideas, Interests and Institutions* (2010, 978-1851097135, $295). It is a three-volume set that forgoes the use of the usual alphabetical arrangement for a topical grouping within the first two volumes and a collection of relevant documents in the third. The first volume centers on the founding concepts like Federalism and the relationship of Church and State as well as institutions like the presidency, the Congress, and contemporary bureaucracy. The second volume examines the development of specifics like political parties, elections, interest groups, social movements, the media, domestic and foreign policy, and the policy process itself. Volume three consists of important documents and primary sources organized by era from the early republic through the second Bush Administration.

Attention to scholarship is evident throughout. The entries are well researched, thoughtful, and thorough essays rather than the more specific and briefer articles found in many reference works. There is also a focus on primary source material which enhances the academic value of the set. In addition to the documents that make up the third volume, relevant documents are also provided at the end of each section in the first two volumes. Edited by respected scholars Richard A. Harris and Daniel J. Tichenor, more than 50 historians and political scientists contributed their insights and observations. Each essay is accompanied by helpful references and notes, and each volume has its own index. Oddly there is no cumulative index which impedes the use of this set as reference to mine individual facts.

Given its arrangement and lack of an overall index, *A History of the U.S. Political System* is perhaps more appropriate for circulating collections rather than reference. It is not the type of work that encourages the specific finding of facts or the gathering of brief background information. In order to gain full value from this work requires time and effort, both examining the layout of the set as well as in reading the individual essays. Of course this in no way diminishes its value to scholars. However, these volumes may be of most use in circulating collections where readers are given the opportunity to examine them at home. Libraries wanting this set as a reference may want to consider purchasing the electronic version where keyword searching would more readily allow finding specifics and the printing of brief passages. In any case, the overall quality of scholarship found in this set makes it a valuable purchase for most academic libraries. (For pricing information about the availability of brief passages. In any case, the overall quality of scholarship found in this set makes it a valuable purchase for most academic libraries. (For pricing information about the electronic version call 800-368-6868 or email <CustomerService@abc-clio.com>.

**Book Reviews — Monographic Musings**

**Column Editor: Debbie Vaughn** (College of Charleston) <vaughnd@cofc.edu>

**Column Editor’s Note:** I always thoroughly enjoy the Reference Publishing Issue of ATG, as it serves as a friendly reminder of the myriad of ways that different departments of a library influence one another and work together. Take, for instance, the topics covered in this issue’s review books: core collections for public libraries, readers’ advisory, and paying for library school. It is easy to understand how readers’ advisory integrates with reference service; but the other subjects share a mutually-beneficial relationship with reference and reference publishing in general. Acquisitions and collection development are the foundation of a library; without them, reference would have nothing on which to base public service. Likewise, new librarians must continue to be minted, and research and scholarship must persist in order for libraries to continue to meet the needs of our information-rich society. Reference, acquisitions, library professionals, friends, publishers, vendors — it takes a village to raise a solid library.

Many thanks to returning reviewer *Joey van Arnhem* for contributing her thoughts to this issue, and a hearty welcome to *MM*-newcomer *Patrick Valentine*. *Patrick* is a professor in the Department of Library Science at *East Carolina University*, where he has published and presented on a plethora of topics including multilingual information literacy and school library collections.

Happy reading, everyone! — DV

---


Reviewed by *Patrick M. Valentine* (Department of Library Science, East Carolina University)
Although the title does not reflect it, this book is strictly for public libraries. Carol Alabaster, using the Phoenix Public Library as her set piece, advocates a strongly built and carefully maintained core collection of fiction and non-fiction that should be part of every branch because “people are looking for guidance in spending their limited time and resources” (ix), and librarians are the experts who should provide this guidance. The core collection would include classics but be timely through weeding and the addition of new titles. Every item should be popular and should circulate a minimum of three times a year at each location. While this standard of success might seem unlikely to many public librarians, her point is that the core collection itself draws attention just as does a New Book section near the circulation desk. It is not meant to be a forbidden zone in the Reference area.

Alabaster says she recognizes the changes technology is making. She includes web addresses of many lists of essential titles which, if nothing else, should encourage discussion and thought, plus her own sample core list. I looked first at her mystery list. It included my favorite writer but with a title she never wrote—P. D. James, Mr. White’s Confession, actually written by Robert Clark. Picking one or two P. D. James over the rest is hard enough without chasing ghost titles.

A committee should decide on what to include and what to exclude. The basic mantra is, “When in doubt, just leave it out” (18). Alabaster includes a sample policy statement and describes the process that needs to be followed. Core collections of carefully selected titles do ensure a certain quality, but the question remains: whose notion of quality and how does this “quality” change over time and from community to community?

Alabaster does not advocate one size fits all but urges each library to develop its own list. This could be a way of engaging their local clubs and groups in the collection process. Community involvement, although time consuming, has many potential advantages. Wikis and blogs could be used, all with a baseline of Alabaster’s selection instructions and suggestions (55, 75-76, 138-39). Each club could pick or be assigned a separate genre or subject; a librarian has a book talk with them about the purpose and criteria, then comes back later to learn the results. Perhaps they could have naming rights, the Valentine Book Club of All-Time Romances. The library would receive valuable publicity and contacts with the community, the club members would be flattered and learn more about the library, and good books would get attention.

Librarians following this line of endeavor would do well to first read this book. Some of Alabaster’s dictums, however, are suspect, such as that “fiction reviews are totally subjective and based on a reviewer’s personal likes and dislikes” (105). The philosophy of Developing an Outstanding Core Collection may be admirable except that many public libraries are moving in the opposite direction. Instead of applying thoughtful consideration and timely analysis to their collections, they are relying on bestseller lists and vendor services. Alabaster’s core principles offer an antidote. Many collection people will appreciate this updating of what itself belongs in the core collection of library science reference books.


Reviewed by Patrick M. Valentine (Department of Library Science, East Carolina University)

The Readers’ Advisory Handbook is mostly a series of workshop presentations, and as a result the contents are short advice pieces, several of them by the editor Jessica Moyer. Contributors understand readers’ advisory as going beyond the quick, “Oh, if you like Elizabeth Peters you’ll love Barbara Michaels’-type advice to marketing, reviewing, and programming. Paul Smith, for instance, tells how to host author events, and Lissa Staley writes on kits for book groups from assembling to circulation. The presentations go beyond, in other words, traditional readers’ advisory to public services. Relatively new areas like graphic novels, audiobooks, and manga are covered as well as more traditional reference — updated to include electronic sources. Bobbi Newman takes readers’ advisory into online realms without techno-babble. The emphasis throughout the book is on practical advice for practicing librarians. More extensive discussions can be found elsewhere, but nowhere, I believe, in such short compass in one source. Each presentation includes references and Websites.

Some of the material is duplicated in other books as each stands alone. Individually, they can easily be devoured in one sitting and should get staff and student juices running. The print cost is excessive for classroom use, but e-copies could substitute. The Readers’ Advisory Handbook is very suitable for small public and school libraries as well as larger — and could be stimulating, too, for academic librarians!


Reviewed by Jolanda-Pieta (Joey) van Arnhem, MFA (Instructor and Training Coordinator, College of Charleston Libraries) <vanarnhemj@cofc.edu>

In our uncertain economic times, librarians and students of library and information science must plan carefully to deal with the financial strain of study, research, and professional development. Fortunately, How to Pay for Your Degree in Library & Information Studies by Gail Ann Schlachter and R. David Weber contains information on more than 800 scholarships, awards, and other opportunities for funding applicable to undergraduate, graduate, and certificate programs. Schlachter, former president of the ALA Reference and User Services Association, brings over 30 years of library science service to bear in compiling this informative reference.

Weber is a former professor of history and economics at Los Angeles Harbor College and East Los Angeles College who has written many financial aid reference volumes. The book’s introduction contains practical instructions and expository information, including a very useful annotated sample entry. The authors are careful to address library and information students in a frank and truthful manner, warning that though job prospects may be more bountiful, budget cuts, rising tuition costs, and lower salaries are also evident in the field.

Schlachter and Weber’s helpful compendium is well indexed and thoughtfully arranged, allowing readers to find opportunities relevant to their needs quickly and efficiently. Listings can be found by activity, including not only study but research, conference attendance, and creative activities. The book contains no less than seven indexes: Program Title, Sponsoring Organization, Residency, Tenability (that is, opportunities with a geographic focus or restriction), Specialty, Diversity, and Calendar. Resources are also listed by the type of service and organization, including special libraries, archives, and museums. Descriptions accompanying each resource are detailed and informative.

The directory is an ongoing work that will be updated in 2012 to cover sources for 2012-2014. Authors invite submissions to their database of funding opportunities for their investigation. This work is no doubt invaluable to library and information science...
Like sweet fruit, fresh vegetables, and fragrant flowers, Farmer’s Markets are sprouting up everywhere in the greater Charleston area. We find markets in Marion Square on Saturday, in the horseshoe courtyard at the Medical University of South Carolina on Friday, and at the Mount Pleasant Farmer’s Market Pavilion next to Moultrie Middle School on Tuesday. This revival is like coming home to the Lowcountry of South Carolina since its history is strongly rooted in an agrarian society. Trends to buy local, join a CSA (Community Supported Agriculture), eat slo-food, plant a garden, and think sustainability are growing in popularity as the Farmer’s Market once again becomes rooted in the culture of our society. More and more people are thinking about the Earth in a manner that harkens back to a simpler time. The 21st century may be awash in sophisticated technology that changes faster than we can make a purchase, but the desire to plant a garden, compost, recycle, and live a sustainable life is demanding a different outcome from our technology. The conflict is not a modern one. Pearl S. Buck in her 1931 novel The Good Earth gives the reader the smell of the earth, the sweat of the toil, the value of the land, and the conflict of hard work vs. wealth and easy living all from the point of view of a poor peasant farmer named Wang Lung.

I don’t remember a time that I didn’t know about The Good Earth, but it took finding a red hardcover, beautifully illustrated, 1992 Reader’s Digest edition at Blue Bicycle Books on King Street in Charleston for me to begin to revisit this classic. The simplicity of the language reminds me of a foreigner trying to speak English and adds a dimension to the story that is tangible. The story begins with the marriage day of Wang Lung, a farmer in a small village. We are guided through his rituals and journey to the House of Hwang where he meets O-lan, a slave in the house that has been promised to him in marriage. Wang Lung is a man whose love for the land is as strong as the ox that pulls his plow. He is anxious to have a wife and family to share the toils of his everyday life and hopefully his love for the land. Nothing else matters to him but the land, and this sets the stage for an intriguing peak into Chinese culture.

Wang Lung’s obsession with land coupled with Nature’s cycles of drought and full harvest allow Buck to give the reader the essentials of Chinese life in the rich and poor times for a peasant farmer. Wang Lung’s obsession extends to acquisition, and he uses the family money to purchase land from the House of Hwang which has fallen under the influence of opium and unbridled spending. A drought comes, and the family has no monetary reserve to survive and decides to travel south on a “fire wagon,” known in the West as a railroad, to eke out a living. The family lives in a hut on the street in the southern city and can only manage to live hand-to-mouth until an enemy invasion occurs. All Wang Lung has thought about is returning to his land in the north. As the city is in turmoil the poor people seize the opportunity to loot. Wang Lung and O-lan join in and find enough riches to provide them the means to return to their home. The years of prosperity that follow give rise to another dilemma — one of wealth. Wang Lung can afford education for his sons, men to help the city is in turmoil the poor people seize the opportunity to loot. Wang Lung and O-lan join in and find enough riches to provide them the means to return to their home. The years of prosperity that follow give rise to another dilemma — one of wealth. Wang Lung can afford education for his sons, help them join in and find enough riches to provide them the means to return to their home. The years of prosperity that follow give rise to another dilemma — one of wealth. Wang Lung can afford education for his sons, men to help the poor times for a peasant farmer.

The success of The Good Earth planted Pearl Buck among the internationally-renowned authors, as she became the first American woman to win the Nobel Prize in literature in 1938. The book was translated into several languages including Chinese and has been cited as one of the principal reasons for changing the West’s view of China. A recent book review in the Wall Street Journal written by Melanie Kirkpatrick about the biography Pearl Buck in China: Journey to the Good Earth by Hilary Spurling gives us an opportunity to revisit an old friend.

---

**Book Reviews** from page 51

Professionals, from students and new librarians just starting out to veterans searching for funds for professional development. This handy reference is recommended for any library. Considering its usefulness for professional development for librarians, it is particularly highly recommended for academic libraries and institutions that place a priority on investing in their library staff.

**Rumors** from page 42

Lively conversation at our recent Conference on the state of the library world and the importance of digital libraries for our profession. The comments include thoughts on the Google Book Settlement, the 30th Charleston Conference on the state of the library world and the importance of digital libraries for our profession. The comments include thoughts on the Google Book Settlement, the 30th Charleston Conference plan to purchase land from the House of Hwang which has fallen under the influence of opium and unbridled spending. A drought comes, and the family has no monetary reserve to survive and decides to travel south on a “fire wagon,” known in the West as a railroad, to eke out a living. The family lives in a hut on the street in the southern city and can only manage to live hand-to-mouth until an enemy invasion occurs. All Wang Lung has thought about is returning to his land in the north. As the city is in turmoil the poor people seize the opportunity to loot. Wang Lung and O-lan join in and find enough riches to provide them the means to return to their home. The years of prosperity that follow give rise to another dilemma — one of wealth. Wang Lung can afford education for his sons, help them join in and find enough riches to provide them the means to return to their home. The years of prosperity that follow give rise to another dilemma — one of wealth. Wang Lung can afford education for his sons, help them join in and find enough riches to provide them the means to return to their home.

Michael Pelikan’s column in this issue. What do Moby Dick and Avatar have in common? I saw Avatar not at all but Michael saw it three times. The only three times I did was read his column three times! Michael keeps us on our toes continued on page 62